know all about me
the user manual
attractive design, suitable for use in homes. utilizing a proven and reliable electronic circuit with embedded technology.
realise my worth in gold

features

capacitive touch keys with LED illumination
motorized shooting bolts
enhanced battery life
vibration sensor based local alarm to alert the user in case lock is tampered
audio feedback for key touch
configurable 3-6 digit user code & 6 digit master code

height x width x depth: 8 cm x 28.5 cm x 30 cm
weight: 5 kg
batteries: one 9V alkaline
look what I’ve got for you

package contents

battery 9V alkaline
important instructions

in order to activate the touchpad, touch the wake up key.

do not use any liquid while cleaning the keypad, you could use a damp cloth if required.

make sure the locker is placed and fixed properly as it can fall and hurt people and property.

do not place any liquid on top of the locker, a spill on the keypad may render the locker inoperable.

do not overstuff the locker or you can damage the motor mechanism or the contents.

do not open the back cover or try to repair the locker yourself. in case of any problem contact Godrej Security Solutions service center on 1800 209 9955.
it’s so easy to operate me

operation instruction

1. to open the locker, enter 3-6 digit user code or 6 digit master code.
2. Lift the lid to open the locker.
3. The factory default user code is “1234” & default master code is “800000”.
4. To lock the locker, close the lid. A sound chime will play. If you don’t hear the chime, please check if the locker is closed properly. If not, open the lid and close it again. If this does not work, check question no. 3 in trouble shooting.
remember i told you,
change is always good

(note: product must be in open condition
to change the user/master code)

1 open the locker.

2 press ‘0’ button twice, followed by ‘*’ to enter in configuring mode.

3 the buzzer will beep three times. confirming that the locker has entered in the mode of "configuring the user code".

4 now enter your 3 to 6 digit code that you wish to use as your new user code followed by the ‘#’ key.
re-enter the same code followed by ‘#’ to confirm.

5 the buzzer will beep twice confirming that the user code has been changed successfully.

note: default user code is “1234”.
remember i told you, change is always good

to change the master code

1 open the locker.

2 press the button ‘0’ twice, and followed by pressing ‘#’.

3 the buzzer will beep three times. confirming that the locker has entered in the mode of "configuring the master code".

4 enter the previous master code and then confirm it by pressing the button ‘#’. the buzzer will beep twice.

5 enter the 6 digit code you desire to use as a new master code, press ‘#’ and confirm it. the buzzer will beep twice.

6 enter your new master code again, and confirm it by pressing the button ’#’.

note: default master code is “800000”.

change of master code is recommended as mandatory. Godrej & Boyce will not be held responsible for any theft or loss or damage owing to this.
battery installment?
why worry when I'm here

installing the battery

1 open the product.
2 slide the battery cover located on the left side.
3 pull out the battery connector.
4 attach the connector points to a new 9V alkaline battery.
5 once connected, the digits will glow one by one indicating a proper connection accompanied by a string of beeps.

6 insert the battery in the slot.

7 slide the battery cover back. make sure the same is flushed with the rest of the surface. misalignment in placement might lead to improper closing.

note: always dispose the used battery in an environment friendly way.
1 to enable the alarm, enter the user code / master code, open the locker.

2 press ‘*’ key followed by pressing ‘#’ key twice. the buzzer will beep a string of sounds to indicate that vibration alarm is enabled.

3 to verify alarm functionality user can create alarm condition by tilting the locker. high intensity buzzer will sound indicating alarm condition.

4 to reset the alarm, enter the correct user code / master code.
disarm me whenever you feel

(note: product must be in open condition to disable/enable the alarm)

1 to disable the alarm, enter the user code / master code, open the locker.

2 press ‘*’ twice followed by pressing ‘#’ key.

3 the buzzer will beep twice. confirming that the alarm has been disabled.
protection first is my mantra

progressive lock out

if wrong code is entered four times consecutively, the locker will go in lockout mode for 5 minutes.

1 after 4 consecutive wrong passwords, the error melody will beep, and the digit 5 will start to blink, indicating that the locker is now in lock out mode for 5 minutes. the blinking digit shows the remaining duration of the lock out (in minutes). after 1 minute, the digit “4” will start blinking.

2 after 5 minutes, user can touch wake up key (●) and then enter the user code to open the locker.
shhh... listen carefully

mounting instructions

note: the locking cable needs to be purchased separately.
I’m here to solve your every problem. Just shoot...

troubleshooting

? how do i insert the batteries in the locker for the first time?

a unpack the product, lift the lid. just above the touch pad, to the top left corner, there is a detachable cover. remove the cover. gently pull out the battery connector. connect a Z and insert the battery in the slot with the connector facing upwards.

? what if someone tampers with the lock or lifts the locker in my absence?

a in such a scenario if the locker is armed the alarm will get activated. however, for enhanced security, a laptop lock cable will restrict the movement of the locker from its current location.
? how do i enable the alarm?

a the locker must be in open condition first to enable the alarm. enter the user code / master code and open the locker. press '*' once followed by pressing '#' key twice. the buzzer will beep a string of sounds to indicate that vibration alarm is enabled.

? how do i disable the alarm?

a the locker must be in open condition first to disable the alarm. enter the user code / master code and open the locker. press '*' twice followed by pressing '#' key. the buzzer will beep twice confirming that the alarm is disabled.

? how do i clean the panel and the interiors of the locker?

a refrain from using any liquid to clean the touch pad. a damp cloth can be used instead. you can use a soft brush to clean the interiors of the locker.
how do i change my user password?

open the locker. press '0' button twice followed by '*' to enter in configuring mode. the buzzer will beep three times confirming that the locker is in 'configuring the user code' mode. you can now change your user code by entering your new 3 to 6 digit code followed by the '#' key. re-enter your new code followed by '#' to confirm.

how do i reset the master password?

open the locker. press '0' button twice, followed by '#' to enter in configuring mode. the buzzer will beep three times confirming that the locker is in 'configuring the master code' mode. enter your previous master code and then confirm it by pressing the button '#'. the buzzer will beep twice. change your master code now by entering your new 6 digit code followed by the '#' key. the buzzer will beep twice. re-enter your master code followed by '#' to confirm it.
inspite of pressing the power button on the panel, the lights on the panel are not coming on. how do i access the locker?

there is a possibility that the battery within the locker has drained out. at the bottom of the locker, there is separate provision where a 9V alkaline battery can be connected temporarily. locate the sticker on the bottom surface, peel off the same. connect a new 9V battery to the connector. you can now key in your user password and open the locker. replace the old battery with a new one.

my goldilocks is not closing what do i do?

check if the shooting bolts in the locker are protruding out. if yes, enter your user password the bolts will slide back in. you can now close the locker. if no, locate the limit switch inside the locker and press the same. the shooting bolts will be pushed out and the closing chime will play. touch the wake up key on the touchpad, enter your user code and the opening chime will play. you can now close the lid and lock the locker.
often false vibration alarms are generated giving high intensity buzzer sounds. what do i do in such a scenario?

a goldilocks has a highly sensitive vibration sensor. avoid keeping any item / liquid on goldilocks. if the problem still persists disable the vibration sensor and contact Godrej Security Solutions' authorized service centre on 1800 209 9955.

i have forgotten my user and master password. how do i open the locker?

a contact Godrej Security Solutions' authorized call centre on 1800 209 9955. the locker would probably have to be broken open.

i have forgotten my password. how do i open the locker?

a if you have forgotten the user password, you can open the locker with the master password.
i have put the correct password inspite of that the buzzer is ringing. what do i do?

- the shooting bolts must have got stuck. please get in touch with Godrej Security Solutions' authorized service centre on 1800 209 9955.

Can the locker be grouted?

- the locker can't be grouted. Goldilocks is portable. however, the movement of the locker can be restricted with the help of a laptop lock cable.

The panel lights are continuously flickering. what do i do?

- this is an indicator that the battery is low. you will have to change the battery.

What is the weight of the locker?

- 5kg.
INFORMATION ON E-WASTE HANDLING AND MANAGEMENT

Dear Customer,

The Ministry of Environment and Forests have published The E-waste (Management and Handling) Rules 2010 which comes in effect from 1st May 2012.

E-waste is defined as any electrical or electronic component of products in whole or in part, or rejects from their manufacturing or repair process which are intended to be discarded.

These rules apply to every producer; consumer or bulk consumer involved in the manufacture, sale, and purchase and processing of electrical and electronic equipment or components as specified in Schedule 1 (please refer to our website www.godrej.com in the ‘Good & Green’ section of CSR module for more details).

Under these rules, specific roles and responsibilities are defined for producers, consumers and recyclers handling and managing e-waste.

E-waste is to be managed in an environmentally sound manner which means, taking steps to ensure that health and environment are protected from adverse effects of hazardous substance contained in such wastes.

Rule 6 of the E-waste (Management and Handling) Rules 2010 states that bulk consumers of electrical and electronic equipment shall be responsible for recycling of the e-waste generated by them. Bulk consumer means bulk users of electronic and electrical equipment such as Central Government or State Government Departments, public sector undertakings, banks, educational institutions, multinational organizations, international agencies, private companies that are registered under the Factories act 1948 and Companies act 1956. The bulk consumers have to ensure that the e-waste generated by them is channelized to authorized collection centers or is taken back by the producers. They shall maintain records of e-waste generated by them in Form 2 and make such records available for scrutiny by the State pollution control or the Pollution control Committee concerned.

All consumers of electrical and electronic equipment irrespective of their status as bulk consumers or not, shall ensure that e-waste generated by them is channelized to authorized collection center(s) or registered dismantler(s), or recycler(s) or is returned to the pick-up/take back services provided by the producers. (Please refer to our website www.godrej.com in the ‘Good & Green’ section of CSR module for more details).

All our products intended to be recycled under the category of e-waste (as defined above) carry a label or stamp of the WEEE symbol (A wheelie bin with a cross), which states that it falls under the hazardous waste category and is not to be disposed along with normal garbage.

We seek your support in ensuring environmentally sound management of e-waste and aid us in sustaining our earth’s natural resources and maintaining the earth’s green cover intact for the benefit of our future generations.
curious?

consumer care cell contact: Manager - Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd., Security Solutions Division, Plant No. 17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (E), Mumbai – 400079, tel.: 022 – 67964709 | email: secare@godrej.com | toll free no.: 1800 209 9955